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Dear Sir, 

 

Location: DAWLISH – Little Leigh, Holcombe 

Proposal: Outline planning permission for new houses 

Reference MM5 

 

I am writing to object to the additional housing proposed in  above planning 

application. I feel very strongly about this matter, and wholeheartedly agree with the 

comments already made to you by the village’s Residents’ Association. Therefore, I 

object on similar grounds to the Association as follows: 

 

1. The proposal is not in accordance with the saved policies of the adopted 

Teignbridge 

Plan (1996), breaching a number of policies in particular ENV1, ENV2, ENV3, 

ENV4, 

ENV6 and H7. The majority of the development site is outside the village boundary 

of Holcombe, and is in an Area of Great Landscape Value and in the Coastal 

Preservation Area. Teignbridge District Council (TDC) has just confirmed that “there 

is no justification to depart from these policies of restraint” when permission 

was refused for a recent planning application – see minutes of the TDC Planning 

Committee meeting held on 26th November 2012 in relation to application 

Dawlish:12/02281/MAJ. 

2. The planned development (of at least 20 houses) will increase significantly the 

number of traffic movements in the village on roads that are often narrow and without 

a pavement. The road junctions are also dangerous, both within the village itself and 

with the A379, leading to an increased likelihood of accidents. TDC planners clearly 

agree with these points as they recommended against development of this site when 

putting forward a draft of Plan Teignbridge in September 2012 – this site was omitted 

from the draft on the grounds of “concerns over the impact of development 20 

homes (would have) on traffic and infrastructure in the village which has 

narrow roads and substandard junctions.” Although the Oversight and Scrutiny 

Committee overturned this decision, the minutes of this meeting do not set out why 

these concerns are not valid. Dawlish Town Council has also raised similar 



concerns when it voted against outline planning permission for four houses on the 

Little Leigh site in 2010, citing its objection on the grounds of increased traffic 

movements in the village. The present application for 20 houses is five times larger 

than the previous proposal. 

To illustrate the above, Forden’s Lane will be the main exit road from the village for 

people living at the Little Leigh site. Only around 10% of this road has a pavement 

and at either end the road narrows so only one car can pass. We would ask that the 

highways authorities consider these points when looking at this application and the 

potential additional car journeys associated with a development of 20 houses. 

3. Whilst we note that Little Leigh is included in the emerging Plan Teignbridge at 

DA4, 

we feel it is premature to place significant weight on the Plan as it has not been 

reviewed for its soundness by the Planning Inspector. This is particular relevant to 

DA4 and Holcombe’s non-designation as a village under S21. Simon Thornley, 

Service Manager for the Plan, has stated that “Clearly there is now an 

inconsistency between the allocation of a housing site at Holcombe and the 

fact that it is not designated as a village in policy S21 of the Local Plan. 

Unfortunately this was not picked up when the Council resolved to include the 

site in the Plan”. The present policy map of Plan Teignbridge shows the Little Leigh 

site as being in Open Countryside and therefore covered by policy S22 which would 

prevent any housing development. We are also not convinced that making 

Holcombe a village for Plan Teignbridge purposes would address the inconsistency, 

as the Little Leigh site would be outside the present village boundary. 

4. We believe that the access to the site has not been given appropriate consideration. 

First, the access road itself would be quite narrow impacting on the amenity of the 

adjacent properties i.e. No1 Holcombe Road and Little Leigh. And, second, the 

visibility display looking south when coming out on to Holcombe Road is inadequate. 

In order to meet the required standards, the visibility display is being taken to the 

centre of the road rather than the edge. The justification for doing this i.e. cars will 

not be overtaking on the hill, is unsound especially as cars do pass bicycles and 

horses coming from this direction. 

5. The application places significant weight on TDC not being able to demonstrate a 

five year plus 20% supply of housing land for development. We do not believe that 

this is sufficient reason alone to justify any development, especially as there are 

other concerns about the site itself (see 1 to 4 above). Furthermore, TDC has 

reached the view that it does have adequate supply of land for development – see 

TDC’s Planning Committee minutes of 26th November 2012 in relation to application 

Dawlish:12/02281/MAJ. 

In addition to the above significant points, we would also note that there are other 

issues 

that should be taken into consideration now despite the application only being for 

outline 

planning permission. 

6. The application makes passing reference to drainage / sewage issues. The existing 

drains in the village are known to have reached capacity, and problems have been 

encountered with the drains in the Rosyl Avenue area. An additional 20 houses 

would exasperate these problems unless innovative solutions are found. 

7. The erection of 20 houses on the site is clearly overdevelopment. Apart from the 

traffic issues already mentioned, the houses would be close to existing properties 

and out of character with the area. In 2011, a Government Inspector rejected an 



appeal (Appeal Ref: APP/P1133/A/11/2152939) for the construction of only one 

house which interestingly would have bordered on to the Little Leigh site. When 

rejecting the appeal, the Planning Inspector stated that “The main issues are the 

effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the area and on the 

living conditions of neighbours, in terms of noise and disturbance and privacy, 

and of future occupiers in terms of privacy.” We believe that these same 

concerns are still prevalent and are exacerbated with a development significantly 

larger than the one the Inspector considered. 

 

In view of these concerns and issues, just as  the Holcombe Residents Association has 

asked, we also ask  the Planning Authority to reject the current application. 

Our village has had more than its fair share of over-development over the past few 

years. 

 

Please take our objections seriously. 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

Julie Goldup  

& Alan Goldup 

 

 

 

 

 


